Abstract-In order to complete tasks in a new environment, robots must be able to recognize unseen, unique objects. Fully supervised methods have made great strides on the object segmentation task, but require many examples of each object class and don't scale to unseen environments. In this work, we present a method that acquires pixelwise object labels for manipulable in-hand objects with no human supervision. Our two-step approach does a foreground-background segmentation informed by robot kinematics then uses a self-recognition network to segment the robot from the object in the foreground. We are able to achieve 49.4% mIoU performance on a difficult and varied assortment of items.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robot object detection has seen large performance gains in the past decade due to deep learning. These methods are able to go beyond the performance of handcrafted feature detection by taking a data-driven approach to generating learned, spatially invariant features. Learning features from a variety of data points for a single object helps train a model of object appearance that has better generalization performance. However, deep learning methods make the assumption that there are large quantities of annotated data available for training.
In the real world this assumption is impractical, because robots go to new places and encounter unique, unseen objects all the time. Continuous oversight by a human annotator is an impractical solution to this problem and a hindrance to complete autonomy and artificial intelligence.
Autonomous robotic object learning has been a research topic since before the advent of deep learning. Some methods use scene dynamics to segment objects that move within a scene [1] - [5] or are pushed by the robot [6] - [8] . Other work relies on specific data-collection environments and will not be viable in real-world cluttered environments [9] - [11] . The works most similar to ours do in-hand object segmentation or model building [12] - [16] . Like our method, these methods have full pose and location control of the object being learned which can help cover the entire sample space of the object's appearance. To the best of our knowledge, all existing methods except [12] require a hand designed geometric model, visual model, or heuristics for recognizing the gripper. We compare our results to [12] .
Existing methods have had success in object segmentation but are limited by their various requirements such as specialized data collection environments, external object movement, and handcrafted geometric or visual models of the robot arm. Advances in discriminative models for object recognition Fig. 1 . Segmentation of an unknown object (a hammer) using our method. Top-left: segmentation of the depth image. Top-right: self-recognition of the robot's gripper using a deep convolutional neural network. Bottomleft: foreground isolation from the depth image. Bottom-right: combined foreground isolation and self-recognition yields an accurate segmentation of the unknown object.
and dense active infrared depth sensing makes it possible to abandon these requirements by correlating depth sensor information with joint locations and using self supervision to learn the robot arm appearance with new deep learning models.
Our method overcomes these limitations to allow for inhand segmentation of objects during manipulation. We segment the object and gripper from the background using joint locations and the depth reading from the robot's head camera to initialize a bayesian, graph-based foreground-background segmentation. We then remove the robot gripper from the foreground using a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) trained on automatically labeled and augmented images of the gripper without an object in hand.
We tested our method on a new dataset containing images of the robot gripper alone (144 images) and 30 objects inhand (20 images each). We provide human annotations for all in-hand objects. We show that our method improves over the performance of [12] on objects that have similar appearance to the background or robot gripper as measured by saturation. Additionally, we look at the correlation between object size and performance and find that our method particularly struggles with small objects. Overall, our method achieves 19% improvement over [12] without the addition of any heuristics or handcrafted models. 
II. RELATED WORK
We categorize existing works by the method used for segmenting objects from the background.
A. Object segmentation from scene dynamics
Many works rely on scene change over time, calling anything which violates the static scene assumption an object [1] - [5] . The benefit of these methods is that they can segment many objects at the same time; however, they rely on the movement of objects over time which is not guaranteed. Also in this category, some methods push objects to create movement in the scene and group together pixels which move together [6] - [8] . These methods have more control over object movement, but do not allow for full pose or environmental control. They also require a work surface and objects which allow for the pushing technique.
B. Object segmentation from experimental setup
Another class of work learns objects that are placed in uncluttered or known environments [9] - [11] . Typically, the core focus of these works is not the object segmentation and their object isolation methods will not work in cluttered, real world environments. However, they have made other contributions such as appearance modeling [9] and joint modeling over vision and language [10] .
C. In-hand object segmentation
Browatzki et al. [12] , [13] use a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) trained on pixel values around a bounding box to isolate the object. This method focuses on viewpoint selection and data association, but their object isolation technique is not robust to similarity between the object, background, and robot. Krainin et al. [14] take a self-recognition based approach to object learning, matching a robot arm to its 3D mesh model in order to isolate and model an in-hand object. However, this work requires a 3D geometric model of the robot arm and builds and refers to a surfel model of the object across viewpoints, limiting the model of the object to one visual appearance for each point on its surface. Omrčen et al. [15] incorporate many data sources such as color distribution, a disparity map, and a pretrained GMM of the hand to segment unknown objects, but their method is quite heavyweight and must be pretrained for their experimental setup. Welk et al. [16] use Eigen-backgrounds, disparity mapping, and tracking on a 6 degree of freedom model of the robot arm. While these systems are able to recognize unseen objects or build object models, they are limited by the need for custom arm models, heuristic matching, parameter tuning, or supervised training stages.
D. Self-supervised Manipulator Recognition
Da Costa Rocha's [17] is the first method that we know of to "make use of the kinematic model of a robot in order to generate training labels". Our self-supervised manipulator recognition differs from theirs in our use of joint locations and depth sensor readings to initialize grab cut rather than a projection of a full geometric model of the gripper. Additionally, the primary focus of this work is on in-hand object isolation for object learning rather than robotic selfrecognition.
III. METHODS

A. Overview
Our pipeline for creating pixelwise annotation of an inhand object in images taken by a mobile manipulator robot is shown in Figure 2 . We train a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) called the self-recognition network to segment the robot gripper; this network is described in section III.D. We automatically generate training data for this model using a kinematically-informed foreground-background segmentation described in section III.B and augment the data for improved recognition as described in section III.C. Section III.E presents how we use the output of the self-segmentation network and the same foreground-background segmentation algorithm from section III.B to label the in-hand object. All experimental work is done on the Toyota Human Support Robot (HSR). Imagery is gathered with its RGB-D head camera. Grasping is not the focus of this work, but recent works such as [18] and [19] show robot systems learning to grasp unknown objects.
B. Kinematically Informed Foreground Isolation
We perform foreground-background segmentation by first segmenting the depth image returned from the head camera. The depth image is represented as a set of pixels with 2D indices in units of millimeters and is defined as D = {p 1,1 , p 1,2 , . . . , p 2,1 , . . . , p h,w }. We perform a graph based image segmentation from Felzenswalb and Huttenlocher [20] with parameters σ = 0.5, k = 800, but other algorithms could be used. The returned segmentation is a set of exhaustive and mutually exclusive subsets of D and is defined as: S = {C 1 ,C 2 , . . . ,C n } Then, the joint positions in the camera reference frame, J (shown in Figure 4 ) are projected into D indices as j with the head camera's 3x3 intrinsic camera matrix K and equation (1); a visualization of this is shown in Figure 3 :
. . , j m } Fig. 4 . Toyota HSR robot with points j marked on robot model and in top-left RGB head camera image.
Then, an approximation of pixels in the depth image which belong to the foreground is composed using (2)
In the following morphological operations, 1 m is a matrix of ones of size (m × m). We post-process the matrix M orig by calling scipy's binary fill holes function followed by an opening operation with the kernel, K 8 [21] , [22] . This post processing reduces the effect of noise from the depth sensor which is usually manifested in the form of holes and nonstraight edges; the results of these steps are demonstrated in Figure 3 . We then create two additional versions of this mask: a precision-oriented version, M precision (4) and a recall-oriented version of this mask, M recall (5):
These matrices are used to define a matrix which will be the initialization to Rother, et al's GrabCut algorithm [23] , M gc-in (6) , where 0 is background, 1 is foreground, 2 is probably background, 3 is probably foreground and is visualized in Figure 3 . This mask is used to initialize Grabcut for foregroundbackground segmentation on the RGB image taken at the same time as D called I. The algorithm is run for 8 iterations. The output of the Grabcut algorithm, M gc-out is converted to a binary mask, M FGBG (7):
M FGBG is the final foreground isolation mask which should be 1 for pixels that are foreground and 0 for pixels that are background in I.
C. Gripper Self-Recognition Network
Using M FGBG as labels on images of the gripper, we trained a deep convolution neural network for binary semantic segmentation of HSR's manipulator. Inspired by other work with data augmentation [24] , we performed artificial dataset augmentation to improve results. In order to add hard negatives to the training set, we augmented the gripper images in two ways -background substitution and object hallucination.
We used images gathered by HSR's head camera in our lab and images from the COCO 2017 Val dataset [25] as backgrounds. For the object hallucination, we used alpha-matted images of objects listed as COCO classes and found from an online image search. The object hallucination procedure is shown in ??. Examples of background substitution are shown in Figure 6 , and the data splits breakdown is shown in Table I With this augmented data, we fine tuned MobileNetv2 [26] that was pretrained on the ADE20k dataset with a standard three-way data split and weighted cross entropy loss. The loss was weighted with a mask M w shown in (8) . resize o to (s i × s i ) 3: rotate o by random int(0:12)*30deg 4: place o centered at (220, 320) in I 5: end function Fig. 5 . The foreground object hallucination algorithm. Since our backgrounds outnumber our objects, each background is repeated once, and objects are repeated as necessary. We used 400x400 cropping, a batch size of 8, and output stride of 8. Training was performed on a single Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 GPU.
D. Object Annotations
For simplicity and to maintain the focus of this work, we chose to gather data by uniformly distributing the desired number of viewing angles over our allowed portion of the viewing sphere. To gather object data, we allowed HSR to view each object with two degrees of freedom demonstrated in Figure 7 . The number of yaw and pitch viewpoints could be set as a parameter to our method, depending on the time available to do object learning.
Once object images are acquired, we combined M FGBG and the output of our self recognition network, M self for each image, as shown in ?? and performed a final opening on M object with 1 3 .:
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Foreground Isolation
Our foreground isolation technique relies on the assumption that there is a sharp gradient between foreground and background objects. While in most cases this is true, a failure Fig. 7 . Degrees of freedom controlled in our object learning method, yaw(red) and pitch(blue). mode is shown in Figure 8 . Failure also sometimes occurs due to depth sensor failure or shadowing that results in false zero depth readings and creates sharp gradients within the foreground.
B. Self-recognition network
The background substitution (BG) and object hallucination (OBJ) data augmentations added 21% and 15% improvements, respectively, to our overall object segmentation method as shown in Table II . This indicates that the addition of hard negatives to the dataset was quite important for the success of the self-recognition network. Additionally, we suspect that some gains were from the transplantation of the labeled gripper parts away from its real background. Since our method relies on an imperfect foreground isolation method, that background sometimes includes unlabeled gripper parts. Replacing these backgrounds for a large portion of the data helped improve performance without requiring additional supervision.
C. Object segmentation
We calculate standard mIoU per object and then average across objects to calculate overall mIou. The overall mIoU results in Table II indicate that our method outperforms the baseline on the task of object segmentation. However, we are able to take a closer look at segmentation results for individual objects in Table III and in the qualitative results in Figure 9 . We noticed that our method struggled significantly with small objects, and this is reinforced by the plot in Figure 10 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
Our method of depth and kinematically informed foreground isolation followed by a self-supervised selfrecognition network achieved improvement over the baseline for object segmentation with models, environmental stipulations, or handcrafted heuristics. There is improvement to be made in better modeling the foreground-background relationship without assuming a sharp depth gradient between the two. Additionally, the self-recognition fails to correctly label small in-hand objects consistently. In followup work we are interested in incorporating additional sources of data into this data-driven method. Specifically, we would like to process sequences of frames rather than individual frames and incorporate information about the prior position of the gripper or appearance of the object into our self recognition scheme. We are also interested in furthering the use of 3D information from the RGB-D sensor into the self-recognition module, since it is currently using only RGB data. Fig. 9 . Some of the best results from our method (columns 1-3) and worst (column 4). 
